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Greg Creek’s desktop drawings are fascinating for 
the humble nature of their production. Created on 
modest scaled desks and yet sometimes beguiling 
by their incredible length, they are reminiscent 
of an era, pre-desktop computers, where white-
collar work was fashioned by a simple landline 
telephone and a quality blotting sheet for the 
notation of lists and phone numbers. 

Initially training as an architect, Creek first discovered he could draw when 
he began doodling in the margins of architectural studies. The doodles, 
becoming the focus of his work, soon took over as the prevailing subject 
of study and Creek shifted his attention to art. It is perhaps of little surprise 
that the desktop markings of the student architect, gave rise years later, 
to an extraordinary drawing practise now spanning 20 years of desktop 
drawings, and the subject of this exhibition, which brings them together for 
the first time.

The drawings are (for the most part) displayed on simple, tailor-made 
tables. To view the drawings the viewer is required to come close to 
the work, and look down upon them, much as the artist did during their 
making. The works are then read, requiring slow, close and intimate 
looking, moving across the length of their making. A captivating aspect 
about these drawings, is the nature of their reference back to the blotting 
sheet, and the symbolism of the office work desk, a departure from the 
artist easel. I am reminded of a campaign photograph of my own father 
who served as an MP in the Hamer years; sitting at his desk, replete 
with blotting sheet, taking a faux telephone call. It is a bygone era when 

politicians weren’t so eagerly fashioned by media advisors keen to have 
them, sleeves rolled, shovelling dirt, or reading to school children. He 
was, (strangely enough) destabilised by a campaign force originating in 
Shepparton, who disagreed with his advocacy for sex education in schools. 
While the agenda has changed since the early 1980’s – such is the political 
agency of communities activated by common cause.

When considering a definition of artistic agency, it is most often understood 
as art that has the ability to affect its recipient in an effort to bring about 
change or activity.1 It is defined in relation to a broad application of 
the political, referring to all work that critiques or contradicts capitalism 
or capitalist relations of power. Political art calls to mind a particular 
language of engagement and has been understood as an art of the 
‘outside’. However, arguably there is potential for political art to occur in 
all places where the artist’s work is found, within institutions of art, and by 
observations of everyday life in relation to the artist.

Central obstacles to artistic agency have been identified as: the 
appropriation and subsequent mutation of ideology by the art institution, 
and, a perception that aesthetic and political language, and commercial 
and political goals are inhospitable.2 Consequently in determining artistic 
agency, the materiality of the art-object has been interrogated for the ease 
with which it can be commodified, as has the location in which the artwork 
is exhibited in relation to the market or ties to the ideology of the state.3

American literary critic, Frederick Jameson acknowledged that within the 
political left, concerns exist about art being won over by the corporate 
system, co-opted into the hegemonic centre of art institutions and hence 
`selling out’ one’s ideals.4 2014 protests by artists involved in the 19th 
Biennale of Sydney indicate a preparedness to work within institutions on 
a conditional basis, while criticism of the artists involved pointed to an 
inconsistent application of values. Nevertheless, the question of a proper 
place for political art maintains currency. Jameson argues, that the fear of 
co-option does not make sense given that forms of cultural resistance (such 
as political art), are not separate from the capitalist system in the first place. 
As a Director/Curator there is self-interest to abolish the case that the 
proper place of artistic agency is outside the institution, for if so, at once 
our work becomes hollowed out, our galleries defined soley by escape or 
worship. It is much more comforting to assert that all places, all life and 
modes of operation are subject to capitalist architecture and that a concept 
of artistic agency should be informed as such, and can happen (as well it 
might) at our own desktops. 

Greg Creek’s The Melbourne Desktop Drawing, 2003, commissioned by 
the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art (ACCA) the same year, struck 
me for the way in which it extrapolated the immersion of politics within the 
subconscious of the individual and the scope for political agency in the 
artist’s everyday negotiations with the world. It stayed with me all these 
years for the way in which it seemed to echo the writings of post-Marxist 
philosophers Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri and their description of 
bio-power where `the whole social body is comprised by power’s machine’5, 
illustrating a personal struggle with the immersion of capitalism within 
our unconscious and domestic lives, and that of the artist as an agent for 
change. It is a great joy to bring this major work (27m in length) into the 
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Greg Creek, ChatterShapes (mechanisms of gardens) (detail) 2009, mixed media on cut paper 100 x 345 cm 
originally commissioned by the Edinburgh International Festival for the 2009 Visual Arts project, 
‘The Enlightenments’, courtesy the artist and Sarah Scout Presents, Melbourne © the artist
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SAM collection, particularly at this time for Shepparton, when localised 
social change is so clearly in the minds of our community. It is exciting to be 
able to celebrate the acquisition with an exhibition which brings together 
a number of Creek’s Desktop Drawings, the first commenced in 1997, the 
third never exhibited in Australia, a series commissioned for Parliament 
House, Canberra and the most recent, a new body of political portraits 
commissioned specifically by SAM for The Drawing Wall #19.  

The desktop drawings develop upon Creek’s extraordinarily accomplished 
oil paintings. Described as allegorical and with dark satirical undertones they 
are engaged with representing the protagonists, narratives and the politics 
of the day. In the desktop drawings, the address is also personal, the works 
memorandums of daily ‘lived in’ drawings. They are the remainder of the 
multiple functions of their in-to-being life; a blotting pad for other paintings, 
a table cloth for Creek’s at work dining, a note pad for his shopping lists, and 
an ink pad for his most sincere or ubiquitous considerations. Produced over 
an extended period of time, The Melbourne Desktop Drawing, is mounted 
under a perspex-top, aluminium table 80cm in height, 40cm in depth, 
spanning 27 metres of the drawing’s length. The work is so long it can’t be 
shown at SAM in its entirety in one viewing, and will be rotated on three 
separate occasions during the exhibition.

Creek’s desktop drawings overlap intimate, 
political, public and social subjects. The drawings 
act as a composite of detailed imagery, absent 
mark-making, stains and text, reading much like 
one-two-year doodles, thoughts recorded in no 
discernible order. Within this free-association 
continuums form, based on common threads, 
double takes and junctions.
For example, in The Paris Desktop Drawing, 1997-1999, there are numerous 
references to `the Father’, a number of architectural illustrations of churches 
and in one instance a large arch with the capitalised text viewed from 
behind that would read if forward as `TONIGHT SOCIALISM WITHOUT 
DOCTRINES’. Australian colloquialisms appear, politicians’ names, nursery 
rhythms, anecdotes, and what appears as words of advice such as `the hand 
of a government man throw your old bank statements away but keep your 
love letters.’ Several comments refer more directly to Imperialism, such as 
`The Last Temptation of the West’, `the Imperial ‘We’’ and `Convicts are 
Royalists by erosion’ amongst others. Dispersed throughout are personal 
thoughts about childhood, parenthood, relationships, cruelty, love and 
everyday things that one might say, like `Sorry for taking so long to get’ and 
`finally I have a chance to…’

In this way, the desktop drawings map associations from a life-time of 
remembrances, knowing, loss, drawing upon an unchartable trajectory of 
meanings. They work like a junk shop of ideological symbolism whereby the 
act of collectivism, architecture, language, consumerism, national politics 
and daily life all become the one subject, poetics of life. The drawings 

refer directly to the artist as author, illuminating the impenetrable mesh of 
capitalism’s social form with the individual ontological (related to the nature 
of being or existence) and psychological reality. The desktop drawings 
illustrate the life of a man that eats and sleeps and sweats and weeps, who 
can not be divided into separate roles, responsibilities, doings and meanings 
and thereby managed. Here the artist de-robes himself, identifying that he is 
at once a citizen, father, lover and child who observes architecture, language, 
consumerism and national/state politics, all in the same space, at the same 
desk, in the same time. In this way the drawings define how labour (work) 
can be understood in terms of life forms, for across Creek’s desk flows, love 
and life with work.6 

Hardt and Negri argue that `the Multitude’s’ (collective of people) power is 
located within all forms of labour. The production of thoughts and emotions 
can be understood in terms of how ideology is produced to reinforce 
(or redirect) the dominant system. While Deleuze and Guattari spoke of 
Imperialism, Hardt and Negri write in terms of ‘Empire’, the final advance of 
globalised capitalism. The point demonstrated in Creek’s desktop drawings 
is that work, is personal. It can be understood as the production of feelings 
and the disruption of them. In this instance political art is not discernible 
as a campaign for reformation within the social economy. Rather the work’s 
agency lies in the emotional trigger whereby we perceive that our personal 
and unconscious beings are not sacrosanct, or safe from the ideology of 
capitalist propagation. There is a positive motivator in this realisation, 
whereas viewers we are in turn able to see how thinking and emotional 
production can also produce counter-ideology, beyond a dogma of capital 
growth, for the sake of capital alone.

The beauty of Creek’s desktop drawings lies in his elevation of the specific 
to the universal, the very depiction of his particular feelings, doings and 
relationships which are in fact general and shared. They remind us of our 
own journey in the unravelling of life and community, the continuum of 
history, present and future aspirations for the region, and the value in our 
own desktops and workspaces, whether they be office cubicles or under a 
chassis.
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